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Subject: Exciting News: bodymics.rentals Joins Broadway Media! 
 
Dear Clients and Friends, 
 
After nearly two decades of operating bodymics.rentals – a division of Reilly SR LLC, I am pleased to 
announce a significant development - our wireless microphone rentals solutions business has been 
acquired and integrated into Broadway Media's Stage Gear audiovisual rental division.  
 
I have enjoyed working with my theatre clients over the years and will miss the interactions, but I will , 
for the foreseeable future be available to help you with any audio issues.  
 
Quentin Sanford, the President and Founder of Broadway Media, operates his company with a 
commitment to the belief that theater should be accessible to all. Entrusting the legacy of 
bodymics.rentals to Quentin and Broadway Media is a decision rooted in our shared values and 
synergies. The customer team at Broadway Media is dedicated to upholding the same high standards 
of customer service that you have come to enjoy and expect from us. 
 
Effective immediately, you can place orders for Bodymics rental systems directly through the Broadway 
Media website (www.broadwaymedia.com). For those who have already booked spring rentals directly 
with me, rest assured that I am collaborating with Broadway Media to ensure continuous support and 
service for all existing rentals.  
 
With Broadway Media now managing the rentals of bodymics packaged wireless systems, I am 
concentrating exclusively on the sales and distribution of wireless systems, microphones, and audio 
gear under a new name - Audacious (www.audacious.pro), plus the ongoing operations of my hardware 
manufacturing division -  Creative Audio Technology (www.creativeaudio.technology) which includes 
our microphone for wireless line which will continue under the bodymics microphones branding. 
All other uses of the bodymics brand/logo has been licensed to Broadway Media for the next 5 years at 
least. 
 
If you need to speak with Broadway Media regarding a rental you can call our existing number (908-
899-1277) and select the option to speak with someone in Rental of you can call direct to 718-874-
2642.  To speak with me select the sales option at 908-899-1277. 
 
As Broadway Media embarks on this exciting journey alongside you, I extend my gratitude for your 
unwavering support over the years. Together, with Broadway Media, we are dedicated to the 
continuation of this valued relationship for many years to come. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Rod Reilly 
Founder, bodymics.rentals 

http://www.creativeaudio.technology/

